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OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT

• Promote entrepreneurship: The project seeks to start active studies in the field of entrepreneurship and raise awareness of youth 
entrepreneurship among NGOs working with young people. By promoting entrepreneurship as a viable solution to combat youth 
unemployment, the project aims to encourage young people to explore entrepreneurial opportunities.

• Capacity building of youth workers: The project aims to increase the capacity of youth workers working in NGOs by providing them
with the necessary knowledge and skills related to entrepreneurship. Through specialized training, workshops, and educational
activities, the participants will enhance their understanding of their role in society and their ability to support and guide young 
people.

• Foster future projects: By equipping the participants with entrepreneurial knowledge and skills, the project aims to inspire and
facilitate the development of prospective projects in the field of youth entrepreneurship. The participants will be encouraged to apply 
their learning to create new job opportunities and contribute to the economic growth and development of their respective countries.

• Guidance and mentoring: After the project, the participants will be able to assist young people who are struggling to enter the labor 
market through guidance and counseling activities. By sharing their acquired knowledge and experiences, the participants will
encourage young people to pursue their own business ventures, instill self-confidence, and provide information about existing 
policies and grant projects.

• Promote entrepreneurship education: The project aims to enable participants to organize information activities on entrepreneurship 
for young people in their respective institutions. They will provide basic entrepreneurship education, guide young people in analyzing 
business plan development, accessing financial resources, branding, patenting, and technology transfer. They will also facilitate 
communication with relevant governmental bodies and technical committees.

• Enhance personal and professional skills: The project seeks to enhance the personal and professional skills of the participants. They 
will develop skills in effective project organization, presentation, public speaking, teamwork, and active participation in international 
friendship and cooperation. The project will establish a multicultural learning environment and promote learning to learn, including 
case studies against xenophobia.
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Partner Country Participants Travel Limit

HASAN KALYONCU UNIVERSITY Türkiye 4 Participant
23 EUR

EXCMO. AYUNTAMIENTO DE PURCHENA
Spain

2 Participant 530 EUR

Phoenix Association
Ukraine

2 Participant 275 EUR

YOUTH ASSOCIATION DRONI Georgia 2 Participant
275 EUR

INTERNATIONALE ARBEIDSVERENIGING Holland 2 Participant
530 EUR

GENCLIK CALISMALARI DERNEGI Türkiye 4 Participant 23 EUR

ORGANIZATA JOQEVERITARE THY Kosovo 2 Participant 275 EUR

EUROMEDITERRANEAN EXCHANGE, VOLUNTEERING, EVENTS Morocco 2 Participant 530 EUR

SCAMBIEUROPEI Italy 2 Participant 360 EUR

Association Culturelle Jeunes Talents Jeune Espoir –JTJE Algeria 2 Participant 530 EUR

PERTEJ BARRIERAVE Albania 2 Participant 275 EUR

JORDAN YOUTH INNOVATION FORUM SOCIETY Jordan 2 Participant 275 EUR

PARTNERS, PARTICIPANTS AND TRAVEL LIMIT 3



Partner Country Participants Travel Limit

eWorld Community
N. Macedonia

2 Participant 275 EUR

UDRUZENJE MLADI VOLONTERI
Bosnia and Herzegovina

2 Participant 275 EUR

TEATRO METAPHORA - ASSOCIACAO DE AMIGOS DAS ARTES
Portugal

2 Participant 820 EUR

Silesian Society for Solidarity z.s.
Czech Republic

2 Participant 360 EUR

ASOCIATIA OBSTEASCA ASOCIATIA DE DEZVOLTARE VOLUNTARIAT SI INFORMARE 

PENTRU TINERET EUROPA FARA FRONTIERE Moldova
2 Participant 275 EUR

Fundacja Mobilni Polacy
Poland

2 Participant 360 EUR

KLUB ZA OSNAZIVANJE MLADIH 018 UDRUZENJE
Serbia

2 Participant 275 EUR

Compass Európai Ifjúsági Közösségért Egyesület
Hungary

2 Participant 275 EUR

PARTNERS, PARTICIPANTS AND TRAVEL LIMIT
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PROGRAMME 4

To see full

program 

please click

here

https://1drv.ms/x/s!Ag503c25WUqPgwc2M6hY0Wwi6S3M?e=eSDhr5
https://1drv.ms/x/s!Ag503c25WUqPgwc2M6hY0Wwi6S3M?e=eSDhr5
https://1drv.ms/x/s!Ag503c25WUqPgwc2M6hY0Wwi6S3M?e=eSDhr5


5CULTURALNIGHTS

Don’t forget to bring some traditional music for the intercultural evenings.
We will have one cultural night per country where you can expose your customs, traditional  dances and
culture.

Please !!!
All the teams must prepare some presentation of your country in a creative way (try to avoid
PowerPoint and movies from tourist agencies).
We hope, that your culture means you something more than national food and drinks.
Also bring the flag of your country. It would be nice if you bring also some small souvenirs with
you (costs are not covered).

TraditionalClothes Souvenirs Chocolates&Snacks



6FINANCIAL ASPECTS: RESTRICTIONS
AND CONDITIONS

There is NO participation fee.

No taxi, no private car, no private shuttle, any personal means of 
transportation will NOT be reimbursed!

You can only use public transportation.

Participants must bring all financial documents such as invoices, 
electronic tickets and boarding passes etc.  of all relevant travel costs to 
be reimbursed.

All international tickets must be approved by the hosting organization (HKU
Team) before buying it

Buying ticket without approval will not be reimbursed



PARTICIPANTSPROFILE
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An ideal participant profile for this project could include the following characteristics:

Experienced in youth work: Participants should have experience in youth work and a genuine interest in addressing youth unemployment. They may

have worked in areas such as youth development, guidance, education, or youth policies.

Interested in entrepreneurship: Participants should be interested in entrepreneurship and passionate about promoting entrepreneurial opportunities for

young people. Prior experience in entrepreneurship or a background in entrepreneurship education would be beneficial.

Strong communication skills: Participants should possess excellent communication skills, both written and verbal. They should be able to effectively

communicate ideas, deliver presentations, and actively engage in group discussions.

Education and mentoring skills: As the project involves providing guidance and education to young people, participants should have the necessary skills

in education and mentoring. They should be capable of helping young people discover their potential and effectively guide them through the process of

entrepreneurship.

Collaborative and team-oriented: Participants should be comfortable working collaboratively in an international setting and have a strong ability to work

in teams. They should be open to diverse cultural contexts, understand different perspectives, and be able to collaborate with various stakeholders.

Willingness to learn and progress in entrepreneurship: Participants should demonstrate a willingness to learn and improve their skills in

entrepreneurship. By actively participating in the project's training and activities, they should aim to enhance their entrepreneurial competencies and

advance in the field.

Age requirement: Participants should be 18 years of age or older. There should not be an upper age limit to ensure inclusivity and allow for a diverse

range of participants.

By selecting participants who possess these characteristics, the project can effectively work towards its goals of increasing awareness of youth

entrepreneurship, providing support to young people, and building the capacity of youth workers in the field.



Participant Selection Criteria

candidates' profile and match to the topic

participants' experiences on environmental solutions

participants with fewer opportunities

participants' motivation on the topic and sustainable  plan for future to use outcomes

potential to deliver gained knowledge with others
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Registration Form
for Participants

Please fill it asap 
in here!

DEADLINE:

10 July 2023

https://forms.gle/NwNrVZEPUJhwQCt27
https://forms.gle/NwNrVZEPUJhwQCt27


INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL TICKETS
TO GAZİANTEP

Find cheapest 
travel  option 
for your trip 
to  Gaziantep

Take a screenshot
and link of your
desired travel
(including route, 
flight dates, flight 
times and price)

Send your screenshot 
to

enhancingprojecthku@
gmail.com

Get approval 
from hosting
organization!

(HKU)

Buy your ticket 
ONLY IF  YOU 

GET THE
CONFIRMATION 

of hosting
organization!

Send your ticket copy to 
hosting  organization via  

enhancingprojecthku@gma
il.com

Remember:

You can stay up 
to 5 days

extra in Turkey!

DEADLINE:

Participants should be
bought travel tickets till

18 July 2023

Please follow instructions

DO NOT BUY
ANY TICKETS

WITHOUT 
APPROVAL!
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VISATO TURKEY

For more information: http://www.mfa.gov.tr/visa-information-for-
foreigners.en.mfa
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Turkey is not in the EU .

So, please bring along your passport (if you need a passport to travel Turkey).

Regardless of residence permit or route there is a need for visas for some 
countries’ citizens.

However, the visa can be obtained online  
https://www.evisa.gov.tr/en/

As there is no exceptional cost budget avaliable in the project, 
participants should cover visa expenses for themself.

Please be sure you have valid travel documents, in case of any cancellation any

expens will not be reimbursed. 

http://www.mfa.gov.tr/visa-information-for-foreigners.en.mfa
http://www.mfa.gov.tr/visa-information-for-foreigners.en.mfa


TRAVEL TO THE VENUE (20 AUGUST2023)

Everyone has to be in 
Gaziantep on 20 August

2023

We will provide

service from airport

to city centre do not 

take any other

transport

The service schedule
will be prepared

according to your
arrival.

More information 

about local  

transportation will be 

sent  later*
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TRAVEL BACK TO THE AİRPORT (27AUGUST2023)

We will provide

service to airport.
The Schedule will be 

prepared according to

your departure.

The airport shuttle 

bus will leave in front

of accommodation

place.

Participants can take bus to

the GZT airport or if they

prefer, they can stay and

enjoy Gaziantep.
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VENUE 

We will stay in the TUGVA/ GAZIANTEP ESTABLISHMENT

Rooms are arranged as: 3 -4 people will stay in the same 
room with same gender

There is no laundry service in the hotel.

It is forbidden to use of any alcohol in the establishment.

Smoking is not allowed inside the building; a designated area will 
be shown for those who want to smoke.

Turkey is a country that is not very convenient for those fed vegan. If you are a vegan and
decided to come, please be aware that you may have difficulties to find appropriate food for
your diet. However, we will do our best to help you with your diet for sure.
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IMPORTANTNOTE
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The establishment is very

strict with alcohol free

accommodation and it is 

forbidden to bring alcohol.
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REİMBURSEMENT PROCEDURES

Find cheapest travel option to Gaziantep

Get approval from Hosting Organization from Turkey

Buy your tickets before 18 July 2023

Send your invoice and electronic tickets to hosting organization

Provide all documents in original on spot during the YE in Gaziantep

Get your reimbursement in cash on spot



buying the wrong ticket

missing the plane/train/bus/shuttle bus etc.  performing 

travel off the route

extra services bought except ticket during the travel

personal international travel health insurance

taxi, private cars, etc. and undocumented travel expenses  

personal expenses, extra days’ costs

Participants are responsible fo r ;
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18PROPER DOCUMENTATIONS

In order for payments to be processed quickly, accurately, and without any issues, 
the suitability of your travel documents is crucial. Reviewing documents that do 
not meet the following criteria may take time, resulting in delays in payments and 
the need for bank transfers. Any transfer fees associated with bank transfers will be 
borne by the participant.

The document should contain the following information:
1.Passenger's Name (As it is written in passport)
2.Route Invoice or ticket date
3.Ticket details
4.Amount (preferably in Euros)
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PROPER DOCUMENTATIONS

The following documents will not be accepted:

1.Bank or credit card statements
2.Monthly, weekly, or daily public transportation tickets
3.Taxi receipts
4.Documents related to travel outside the accepted route
5.Documents related to travel not approved by the 
organizing institution
6.Irregular, torn, worn-out, or illegible documents



20PROPER DOCUMENTATIONS

Travel-related documents will be collected on August 20-21. The 
participant should prepare the following documents:
1.Passport
2.Boarding pass
3.Tickets
4.Entry stamp to the country (for those using a travel document other 
than a passport)
Please ensure that your travel documents meet the specified criteria 
to avoid any delays in payment processing.
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PROPER DOCUMENTATIONS

If the participant requests payment for the return journey 
tickets to be made after the activities at the venue (e.g airport
transfer fee for return), the full payment for the travel 
expenses will be made to the participant via bank transfer 
ONLY AFTER the necessary documents have been submitted to 
the organizing institution in the appropriate manner. Any 
expenses related to this transfer will be borne by the 
participant.



TheTeam
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General Coordinator: Cengiz HELVACIKARA

Project Coordinator: Enes Bahadır BEKDAŞ

Facilitators: Mehmet ÇETİNKAYA & Şevket YILMAZ

Logistics Coordinator: Gizem ARIK



SEE YOU INGAZİANTEP!
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• Project MailAddress: 
enhancingprojecthku@gmail.com

• Project’ FacebookGroup

mailto:enhancingprojecthku@gmail.com
mailto:enhancingprojecthku@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/934073764474369
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1724738421315207
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ProjectWhatsapp Group

To join the group please click

Please join the group only if you are approved and

bought ticket otherwise we will have to remove you

Group chat will be allowed after all participants joint. 

Until then only manager’s and group leaders will able to

send message

https://chat.whatsapp.com/J4KI7jsFbQODhceEyRM1xu
https://chat.whatsapp.com/KlijCERgo4yCasTpBX1xHE


THANKS!
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ANY QUESTIONS?

You can find us at  

enhancingprojecthku@gmail.com

WhatsApp

+90 507 639 3863

mailto:enhancingprojecthku@gmail.com
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